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ABSTRACT
Engine Starts and Soaks Frequencies 
in Southern Nevada
by
Ping Xi
Dr. David James, Thesis Committee Chair 
Associate Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The overall goal for this thesis is to develop a representative local data set for amount and 
distribution of vehicle starts and soaks for Southern Nevada metropolitan area. These 
valid local start/soak values will be used to create input files for the MOBILE6.2 
emissions model and will also be analyzed in comparison to EPA default values. A four 
month 349-sensor study of starts behavior in metropolitan Southern Nevada produced, 
compared with EPA default values, fewer weekday starts for cars (5.5 vs. 7.3) and trucks 
(5.5 vs. 8.1) and fewer weekend starts for trucks (4.7 vs. 5.7). Las Vegas drivers 
exhibited earlier morning peak starts and later afternoon peak starts than EPA default 
values. Las Vegas had more short trips (<10 minutes) and lower proportions of medium 
trips (21-40 minutes) and long trips (41-50+ minutes) than EPA default values. Las 
Vegas had a lower proportion of hot soaks of any duration than EPA defaults. Las Vegas 
also showed a lower proportion of all diurnal soaks and short diurnal soaks, and a higher 
proportion of long diurnal soaks (24-71 hours) than EPA defaults.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Vehicle Emission
Air pollution is a worldwide problem which results from a variety of causes: volcanic 
activity, forest fire, industries, motor vehicles, increase in the population, and 
urbanization. A variety of air pollutants have known or suspected harmful effects on 
human health and the environment. Air pollutants, the subject of air pollution, are 
characterized as gas- or particulate-phase substances or energy forms (heat, noise, and 
radioactivity) (Godish, 2004). These pollutants are principally the products of combustion 
from space heating, power generation or from motor vehicle traffic. Pollutants may not 
be only a problem in the immediate vicinity of the sources but can travel long distances, 
making chemical reactions in the atmosphere to produce secondary pollutants such as 
acid rain or ozone.
The Clean Air Act (CAA) was amended in 1970 and last amended in 1990. The CAA 
launched an ambitious national campaign to improve air quality by controlling pollutant 
emissions. It requires the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to set National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) of harmful pollutants to public health and the 
environment (USEPA, 2005d). The EPA has set NAAQS for six major pollutants which 
also called “criteria pollutants” . They are nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), 
particulate matter less than 10 microns in size (PM -10), carbon monoxide (CO), lead (Pb)
1
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and ozone (O3) (USEPA, 2005e). The CAA established two types of national air quality 
standards to protect public health and public welfare. Primary standards set limits to 
protect public health. Secondary standards set limit to protect public welfare. A 
geographic area has to maintain below the primary standard levels o f these pollutants. 
Areas with concentrations exceeding one or more of the six criteria pollutants are 
classified by EPA as nonattainment areas and are required to submit State 
Implementation Plans (SIPs) providing for attainment of health-based air quality 
standards in areas. Each state government has the primary responsibility for achieving 
compliance with the NAAQS.
National emission estimates of the five regulated primary pollutants (CO, PM -10, 
nitrogen oxides (NO%), sulfur oxides (S0%) and nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC)) 
have been made for five major emission categories which include transportation, 
stationary fuel combustion, industrial process, solid waste disposal and miscellaneous. 
Transportation sources include motor vehicles, airplanes, ships, trains, and construction 
equipment. In short, all things that can move and emit air pollutants are mobile sources. 
Transportation was responsible for more than 50% of emissions of five primary 
pollutants and 75% emissions are from motor vehicles, which include light-duty cars and 
trucks (Godish, 2004).
Motor vehicles produce three major pollutants: carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons 
(HC) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) (USEPA, 2005f). CO is a clear, odorless, gas that can 
give people headaches and shortness of breath at environmental concentrations. CO is 
mainly produced by the incomplete burning of carbon-based materials, such as gasoline, 
oil, and wood. It is produced by motor vehicle engines that are cold or accelerating under
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
load. It can build up in high concentrations in enclosed areas such as garages, poorly 
ventilated tunnels, and along roadsides in heavy traffic. Hydrocarbons (HC) react with 
nitrogen oxides in the presence of sunlight and elevated temperatures to form ground- 
level ozone. Ozone can cause eye irritation, coughing, wheezing, and shortness of breath 
and can lead to permanent lung damage. Nitrogen oxides (NOx) also contribute to the 
formation of ozone and contribute to the formation of acid rain and to water quality 
problems. Motor vehicles also emit large amounts of CO2, which has potential to trap the 
Earth's heat and cause global warning.
Transportation systems contribute significantly to CO, NOx and HC emissions in 
urban areas. Table 1 shows motor vehicles release more than 50% of the hazardous air 
pollutants, up to half of the smog-forming VOCs and NOx and up to 95% of the carbon 
monoxide found in urban air (Chatterjee et al., 1997; SCAQMD, 1996; USEPA, 1995; 
CARS, 1994; USDOT, 1993; Cooper, 2002 and USEPA, 2005g).
Table 1. Motor Vehicle Pollutant Emissions as Percent of National Total
Pollutant NOx CO HC O3 voc
M obile Sources 33% - 50% 33% - 95% 40% - 50% -50% <50%
The impact of humans on the atmosphere continues to be significant with increasing 
population. In many urban areas, mobile sources are the single largest contributor of 
precursors to ground-level ozone, a major component of smog. Cars also emit several 
pollutants classified as air toxics. Air toxics are compounds that can increase cancer risk
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and the number of asthma attacks in the country. Auto emissions also contribute to 
environmental problems such as acid rain and global warming.
Each year the im pact of emissions on ambient pollutant concentrations is monitored 
by EPA. Between 1970 and 2004, gross domestic product increased 187%, vehicle miles 
traveled increased 171%, energy consumption increased 47%, and U.S. population grew 
by 40% (USEPA, 2005a).
M otor vehicle emission control devices have drastically reduced pollutant emissions 
per vehicle in the past 20 years. However, the increasing amount of vehicles and 
increased miles traveled make it difficult to attain ambient air quality standards. The 
sources of automobile emissions are evaporative emissions, refueling losses and exhaust 
emissions (Figure 1) (USEPA, 2005b). Vehicles emit pollutants from the tailpipe due to 
the fuel combustion process, and from under the hood and throughout the fuel system 
when heat causes fuel evaporation.
• Evaporative E m issions
* Refueling L o sse s
‘V*-
\  * Exhaust 
\  E m issions
Figure 1. Vehicle Emissions
Gasoline and diesel fuels are mixtures of hydrocarbons. Perfect combustion will 
convert all the hydrogen in the fuel to water and all the carbon to CO?. In reality, this
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process cannot be perfect and automotive engines emit several types of pollutants: HC, 
NOx, and CO. Evaporative emissions are classified in several ways: refueling emissions, 
soaking and running emissions. Gasoline vapors are always present in fuel tanks, these 
vapors are forced out when the tank is refilled with liquid fuel, producing a refueling loss 
(USEPA, 2005b). There are several types of soak emissions: hot soak emissions and 
diumal emissions. Hot soaks occur when the engine remains hot for a period of time after 
the car is turned off and gasoline evaporation continues from the engine’s fuel system 
when the car is parked. Diumal emissions increase as gasoline evaporation increases with 
rising temperature during the day, heating the fuel tank, and increasing the vapor pressure 
of vented gasoline vapors. Running losses happen when the car is running. The hot 
engine and exhaust system can vaporize gasoline.
About 77% of CO was emitted from mobile sources in the United States in 1999 
(Cooper & Alley, 2002). For light duty passenger car, light duty truck and motorcycle 
vehicle, engine starts and stops can comprise up to 50% of the total CO exhaust 
emissions under w inter time (Houk, 1996). The greatest amount of exhaust emissions 
such as CO is generated during the brief period following a cold start before the engine 
and catalyst have warmed up (CARB, 2002). In Clark County, like most urban areas, CO 
comes primarily from tailpipe emissions of cars and trucks. On M ay 20th, 2005, EPA 
made a final decision that Las Vegas, Nevada, and the surrounding areas meet the federal 
public health air quality standards for CO (USEPA, 2005c). Knowing the number of cold 
starts in southem Nevada, one can better estimate total carbon monoxide emissions in the 
Las Vegas urban area.
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1.2 M OBILE6.2
M otor vehicle emissions correlate with a variety of vehicle and engine characteristics, 
operating modes when the vehicle is idle, cruise, acceleration and deceleration, 
transportation system conditions (Barth et al., 1996 and Guensler, 1994). In order to 
comprehensively and automatically estimate the amount of pollutant and emissions 
produced by mobile source, MOBILE, the first computer model for estimating on-road 
vehicle emissions factors, was introduced in 1978 by EPA. MOBILE is the EPA ’s 
primary modeling software for estimating the emissions mobile sources. Emissions 
estimates are used in alternative transportation plans and air quality improvement 
projects. MOBILE was originally written in FORTRAN and compiled for use on a main­
frame computer. The model computes and reports emission factors for starts in gram per 
mile, for both running and evaporative emissions. M OBILE calculates emissions of HC, 
NOx, and CO from cars, motorcycles, and light and heavy-duty trucks. M OBILE has 
been updated periodically to reflect improved data about vehicle, engine, and emissions 
control systems, and changes in applicable regulations, emissions standard and test 
procedures.
M otor vehicle emission rates vary among vehicle and engine types, operating modes 
and transportation system conditions (Barth et al., 1996; Guensler, 1994 and Bachman, 
2000). Emission rates are estimates of different pollutants are emitted in grams per 
activity unit. D ifferent vehicle activities such as starting an engine, accelerating and 
cruising all result in different emission rates. Exhaust pollutants produced from starting 
and running a vehicle vary with temperature of the start and the load on the engine.
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Estimating motor vehicle emissions depends on predicting the proportion of time an 
engine in different modes, and also on the number of hot and cold starts.
The following is a brief history of the M OBILE model. MOBILE 1 (1978) was the 
first model to estimate highway vehicle emission factors. M 0B ILE2 (1981) updated 
MOBILE with new data on emission-controlled vehicles at higher ages/mileages. 
MOBILES (1984) updated with additional data and eliminated California vehicle 
emission rates. M OBILE4 (1989) was updated with new in-use data and added 
evaporative running losses as a distinct emission source for gasoline powered vehicles. 
M 0BILE4.1 (1991) added features allowing user control of more parameters affecting in- 
use emission levels, including more inspection/maintenance (EM) program designs. 
MOBILES and MOBILES a (1993) were updated with new in-use data and based new 
basic emission rate equations on a much larger database derived from State-implemented 
1M240 test programs. It included effects of new evaporative emission test procedure and 
added effects of reformulated gasoline (REG). MOB ILES b (1996) added additional EM 
options, and impacts of new standards (USEPA, 1999).
M0B1LE6 (2002) made significant changes to nearly every aspect of the model. 
M 0BILE6 was the first-version to separate start and running emissions in the model. 
M 0BILE6 could compute and report hourly emission factors for start, running and 
evaporative emissions (USEPA, 2004). M OBILE6  is operated by input files which 
contain specific commands and sometimes accompanying data. A set of input files is 
used to start a M 0B1LE6 run and provide data and/or refer to default data sets. Through 
input files users can tailor MOB1LE6 to best meet their need. There are three kinds of 
input files: command input files, batch input files and external data files. Input files have
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three sections: header section, run section and scenario section. Different input 
commands let modelers to specify the data format and content that M 0BILE6 calculates 
and reports. Commands can also override M 0B ILE6 default data and allow users to input 
local data to model specific local conditions. M OBILE6  commands include separate 
commands to specify pollutants and emission rates, descriptive and spreadsheet output 
commands, database output commands, external condition commands, vehicle fleet 
characteristic commands, activity commands, fuel commands and others (USEPA, 2003). 
Activity commands are composed of fraction of vehicle m iles traveled (VMT), VMT by 
facility, hour and speed, start per day, distribution of vehicle starts during the day, soak 
distribution, hot soak activity, diumal soak activity and weekday/weekend trip length 
distribution. Commands tell M OBILE6  to take certain actions, and also serve as on/off 
switches for certain functions and to access internal / external data files.
MOBILE6.2 is the latest and current version of the model and can estimate effect of 
engine starts on vehicle emissions. MOBILE6.2 uses default national starts and soaks 
data from early 1990s. Hourly emission estimates require considerable vehicle activity 
information such as running, idling and parking. Specific vehicle activity information, 
required to estimate the hourly emissions, includes soak durations, soak duration, trip 
length in minute and miles, time of trip and other information. Figure 2 shows the 
relationship between MOBILE6.2 input files and computed outputs (James, 2005).
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Average 
speeds on 
roadway
M OBILE6.2 Model
CO, NOx, HC, VOC 
Emissions factors
External
Condition:
Temperature,
Altitude,
Humidity,
Pressure
Fleet Characteristics: 
Vehicle Type,
VMT Fractions,
Fuel Characteristics
Fleet activities:
Starts per day 
Starts Distributions 
Trip Length - 
Distributions 
Soak Distributions 
Hot soak Activity 
Diumal Soak Activity
Figure 2. MOBILE6.2 Model Inputs
1.3 Previous Studies
Three vehicle start studies have been completed since 1992 (Table 3). US EPA 
conducted a three-city study in Baltimore, MD, Spokane, W A and Atlanta, GA in 1992. 
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) performed a small instrumented study from 
1993-1995 in southem Califomia. Another engine starts study was performed by the 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville from 2000 to 2001.
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Table 2. Summary of Previous Studies
Spokane Baltimore Atlanta Los Angeles Knoxville
Sponsor EPA EPA EPA CARB EHWA
Year 1992 1992 1992 1993-1995 2000-2001
Period Feb Mar Jul-Oct Mar-Mar Nov-Feb
Duration 1 month 1 month 3 months 2 years 4 months
Selection Basis
I&M
Station I&M Station
Driver
License
Renewal
Office
Vehicle
Exchange Random Dialing
Sensor
installation
Time 30-60 min 30-60 min 90 min N/A <15 min
Vehicle Type
Typel; all other passenger cars 
Type2;light-duty trucks Type3; high 
performance passenger cars
instrumented 4- 
door sedans and 
one
instrumented
minivan
Typel: passenger 
cars Type 2: light- 
duty trucks (SUV, 
pickup truck, van)
Vehicle Owner Private Private Private CARB Private
Valid Data 75 93 77 96 377
Household with 
valid data N/A N/A N/A N/A 200
Instrumentation
Duration 7-10 days 7-10 days 7 days 7 days 2-6 days
1.3.1 EPA Baltimore, Spokane and Atlanta Studies 
EPA undertook a review of the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) used to test light duty 
vehicle and light duty truck emissions to determine actual current driving conditions by 
MOBILE. In 1992, EPA conducted a parallel study of driving behavior in five cities 
including Atlanta, Baltimore, Baltimore-Exeter, Baltimore-Rossville, and Spokane. The 
methodology was based on recruiting vehicles and drivers from inspection and 
maintenance facilities using a formal recruitment/replacement protocol that minimized 
sampling bias (Carson et al. 1994).
The database was developed by Radian Corporation containing data collected from 
the three city study. Instrumented systems were installed on 245 privately owned
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vehicles. The participants allowed the installation of datalogger systems in their vehicle 
for one to two weeks. The entire duration of study comprised one to three months. Each 
city data file was developed by eliminating all trips with two characteristics: 1) Trip time 
less than 30 seconds; and 2) trip length less than 0.05 miles on the first and last day 
(Carson et al. 1994). Three types vehicle were involved: passenger cars (high 
perfoiTnance models), light-duty trucks and passenger cars (all other models).
For Baltimore and Spokane studies, the participants were offered a financial incentive 
to allow the installation of datalogger systems in their vehicle for seven to ten days. The 
monetary incentives up to $ 1 0 0  were offered to encourage participation in the study 
(Everett, 2003). The datalogger recorded vehicle speed, engine speed in revolutions per 
minute and manifold absolute pressure. When the participants returned to the inspection 
and maintenance station the datalogger was removed and then downloaded for further 
data analysis. Reliable data was collected from 168 vehicles. The data from both cities 
were used in developing the M0B1LE6 default profiles for average starts per vehicle per 
day, distribution of vehicle starts during the day, soak distribution and hot soak activity 
(USEPA, 1993).
The Atlanta Study was performed from July to October in 1992. Reliable data were 
collected from 77 vehicles from driver’s license renewal offices as the recruitment 
location. The cost of each data logger was approximately $1,000 and needed 90 minutes 
to install (TRB, 1994). The datalogger was removed after 7 to 10 days from participants’ 
vehicle. Data were downloaded and stored in a database for further analysis.
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1.3.2 The CARB/Los Angeles Study 
From 1993 to 1995 Califomia Air Resources Board (CARB) performed an 
instrumented vehicle study titled, “M onitoring o f Personal Driving Habits and Vehicle 
Activity” in Los Angeles area (Magbuhat et al., 1996). The study conducted a data 
analysis regarding vehicle activity and driving habits from 96 participants. Researchers 
traded one of seven types of vehicles with participants who drove similar vehicles. After 
the instrumented vehicle was driven for about seven days, the participants returned the 
instrumented vehicle for their own vehicle (Magbuhat et al., 1996). Data from the 
instrumented vehicle were downloaded for further analysis. The result of this study 
provided useful information for the development of California’s vehicle emissions 
inventory model (EMFAC).
1.3.3 Knoxville Study 
From 2000 to 2001 the University of Tennessee Center for Transportation Research 
conducted a vehicle starts study in Knoxville, TN to examine the relationship between 
starts and trips (Everett, 2003). This study was sponsored by Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA). Participants were randomly selected by telephone and 377 
instrumented vehicle data sets were collected. Valid data were obtained from a total of 
6,059 vehicle starts events for 377 vehicles in 200 households. The average number of 
vehicles per household was two. Vehicles were classified in two categories: passenger 
cars which occupied 59% of the instrumented vehicles and the remaining 41% were light 
duty trucks such as pickup trucks, vans, and SUVs. Key-on events with duration of less 
than thirty seconds were excluded. The duration of data logger deployment ranged from
12
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two to six days. Data were downloaded and stored for further analysis. Four MOBILE6  
input parameters were studied: starts per day, hourly distribution of vehicle starts during 
the day, soak distribution, and hot soak activity (Everett, 2003).
L4 UNLV-RTC Study and Thesis Research Objective
In order to better understand the amount of pollution being emitted from cars and 
trucks, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) and the Regional Transportation 
Commission (RTC) of Southem Nevada conducted a study of car and light-duty truck 
engine starts and stops during 2004 to 2005.
The overall goal for this thesis is to develop a representative local data set for amount 
and distribution of vehicle starts and soaks for Southem Nevada metropolitan area. These 
valid local start/soak values will be used to create input files for M OBILE6.2 emissions 
model and data will also be analyzed in comparison to EPA default data. The local input 
files are expected to generate more accurate mobile source VOC, NOx and CO emissions 
factors when used in MOBILE6.2. The information produced by this research will assist 
the Clark County, Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) and the Clark County 
Department of Air Quality & Environmental Management (DAQEM) planning efforts for 
demonstration of CO and ozone attainment in State Implementation Plans (SIP) and 
conformity in the Transportation Implementation Plans (TIP) filed by Clark County with 
EPA (SIP) and FHW A (TIP). Results can also be used to improve public awareness of 
contribution of mobile sources to local air quality problems.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1 Start and Soak Definition
A start is a vehicle engine key “on” event. A vehicle’s key off initiates a soak. Glover 
(2 0 0 1 ) defined a soak as the duration of time preceding a vehicle start in which the 
vehicle’s engine is not operating, and the ensuing vehicle start did not result in a stall.
A hot soak is the first hour of key off time after an engine key-on event lasting more 
than 4 minutes. It is considered that a trip of less than 4 minutes will not produce 
sufficient hot soak since the engine or over-saturate the evaporative canister will not be 
sufficiently warm (Glover & Brzezinski, 2001). In EPA ’s data, trips less than four 
minutes were assumed to produce no hot soaks and are not reflected in the hourly activity 
factors for hot soaks.
Hot soak emissions are evaporative emissions which generally occur when fuel 
vapors escape from a hot engine after the engine is shut down. Emissions are measured in 
a Sealed Housing for Evaporative Emission Determination (SHED). Hot soak emissions 
are highest immediately after the engine is shut down and decrease over time to reach a 
baseline level in about one hour. The one hour limit was consistent with the Federal Test 
Procedure (FTP) definition of a hot soak (Glover & Brzezinski, 2001). Hot soak 
emissions occur because of small leaks in the evaporative emission control system and
14
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vapor permeation of fuel lines. The duration of the soak in units of time is the soak 
length.
A hot start is defined a soak time less than or equal to one hour for a catalyst- 
equipped vehicle, and before four hours for a non-catalyst vehicle. A cold start was 
defined as a soak time of greater than one hour for a catalyst-equipped vehicle, and after 
four hours or more for a non-catalyst vehicle. (Sierra Research, 1994; CARS, 1997; 
Sabate, 1997 and Nair, 2000). A vehicle trip start with a soak time that exceeds 12 hours 
is also referred to as a cold start, and engine starts with less than 1 2  hours are called hot 
starts (Sivakumar, 2000; Glover et al. 2001). The reason to choose the 12-hour period is 
because it is consistent with the Federal Test Procedure (FTP) definition of a cold start 
(Glover et al. 2001). Hot start fractions are the ratio of hot starts to the total number of 
total trip starts. Cold start fractions are the ratio of cold starts to the total number of total 
trip starts. Recent communication with EPA indicates that, for emission purposes, for 
catalyst equipped vehicles, they consider starts after 1 -hour soak to be cold starts 
(Brzezinski, 2005).
Vehicle activities include running, idling and parking (soaking). Vehicle emissions 
consist of running emissions when engine is “on” and soaking emissions when the engine 
is “o f f ’. Running emissions occur from the tailpipe when engine starts and runs. Vehicle 
evaporative emissions occur whether the engine is running or not. Soaking emissions are 
produced from parked vehicles which always have some evaporative losses.
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2.2 Data Logger Device
The GeoStats On/Off Electronic Data Logger (EDL) (Figure 3), manufactured by 
Brultech Inc. Canada, was used to detect the voltage fluctuations in a vehicle’s electrical 
system when the engine is started or turned off. The device was installed into the 12V 
power or cigarette lighter tap (Figure 4). The EDL box has a small computer that detects 
electrical “ripple” in engine alternator’s output when an engine is started. Initiation of 
ripple is recorded as an “ON”, and ending of ripple is recorded as an “OFF”. “Alternator 
ripple” is the result of partial rectification of a vehicle alternator’s alternating cuirent 
(AC) output to direct current (DC). The partially rectified signal can be approximated as 
a saw tooth wave that varies in frequency with engine speed (Figure 5) (McQueary, 
2005). When the engine is running, a red LED on the Geostats sensors flashes 
periodically to indicate that it is sensing engine operation. Geostats/Brultech sets the 
sensors at the factory so that they register a key “ON” event if the circuitry detects ripple 
in excess of 17 millivolts peak to peak, considered to be the minimum value for a "real" 
signal (Wolf, 2005). A typical ripple in a car alternator output, according to one website, 
is about 50-100 millivolts peak to peak (Picotech, 2005).
After seven to ten days, the sensor was removed from the car and stored information 
was downloaded to an IBM compatible personal computer using Brultech software. The 
data logger recorded “ON” or “OFF” events, day of the year and time of the day 
(hour;min:sec) which can be downloaded and stored in a database for further analysis 
(Figure 6 ).
16
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IFigure 3. GeoStats Start Sensor
Figure 4. Sensor Installation in a Vehicle 12v Power Outlet
17
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Figure 5. Typical Engine Alternator Ripple
E3 Brultech Research Inc. - Event Logger Software
File E d it G ra p h  O p tio n s  "O N " Tim e F ilte r H elp
S tatistic s ICADOCUMENTS AND SETTINGS\TRC-STUDENT\DESKTOP\DOMINIC*5
All R eco ids
Event i Numberi Total Time! Percent Average Time! Maximum Timei Minimum Time
□n . 23:47:52 7 25% 00:20:02 00:54:55 0 0 7 6 :4 3
bff i 71 78,06:45:37 98.75% 1,02:27:41 64.01:17:51 00:01:09
Unplugged 0 00:00:00 0.00% 00:00:00 00:00:00 00:00:00
Date Start Time Event Duration
| 2 S - A p r - 2 0 p S 03: 36: 38pm ..Off  . .. 2 , 0 1 : 2 8 : 5 4 . . . .  ; ^
| 2 7 - A p r - 2 0 0 5 0 5 : 0 5 : 32pm On 0 0 : 2 4 : 0 4
7 . ^  ] 2 7 -A p r -2 0 0 5 0 5 : 2 9 : 36pm Off 0 0 :3 1 : 3 3
i 27 —Ape—2005 0 6 : 0 1 : 09pm On 0 0 :0 8 : 2 6
/  ■ 127-A pr-2G05 0 6 : 0 9 : 35pm Off 0 0 :1 0 : 2 1
- - ]27 -A p r -2 0 0 5 0 6 : 1 9 : 56pm On 0 0 :0 9 : 5 9
j2 7-A pr-20G S 0 6 : 2 9 : 55pm Off 0 1 : 1 7 : 2 4
A-: 127-A pr-2 0G5 0 7 : 4 7 : 19pm On 0 0 :2 7 : 2 7
: 7 7 - À P E - 2 0 0 S 0 8 :14 :  46pm Off 0 1 :3 0 : 2 2
l27-A pE-2005 0 9 : 4 5 : 08pm On 0 0 :2 8 : 0 7
... j 2 7 -A p r -2 0 0 5 1 0 : 1 3 : 15pm Off 1 1 :1 1 : 4 0
- j28-Apc-20G5 09:2 4 :55am On 0 0 :0 9 : 5 1
|2 6 -A pr-2G 0S 09 :34 :46am Off 0 0 :0 3 : 2 8
igure 6. Brultech Software Screen Shot of Electrical Data Logger (EDL) Interface 
with Sample Data
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The first data processing step was application of filters in the Brultech software to 
detect false events in the raw sensor data. Some radio-sensitive automobiles car sensors 
picked up stray radio signals that produce “voltage” that can be misinterpreted by the 
sensors as “on” or “o f f ’ events. In order to generate comparable data with the EPA study, 
the Brultech software was used to eliminate any start record, real or false, that had an 
“on” duration of less than 30 seconds. EPA ’s parallel study also used a 30 second filter 
(Sierra Research, 1994).
In subsequent testing the 30-second threshold appeared to give the best match 
between the OBD sensors and the Geostats sensors. Most false events were generally on 
the order of 1 to 5 seconds. Thirty-second thresholds was selected because 1) some 
known-false ON records that exceeded a 10 second duration (i.e. a false “on” > 10 
seconds during the night when the car was in the garage) and 2) 30-second filtration 
produced datasets consistent with EPA or UT Knoxville studies that also used 30-second 
filtration (Sierra Research, 1994 and Everett, 2003).
2.3 Device Deployment 
In this study a participant is defined as operator of the motor vehicle no matter if the 
vehicle is leased or owned. The UNLV study scheduler contacted individuals who had 
been confirmed by the random dialing subcontractor to arrange a delivery date and time. 
Runners drove the sensor to each volunteer’s preferred installation site, usually home or 
work place. For each deployment the runner delivered a package which included a 
sensor, Y -adapter, and an infomriation card (Figure 7). The Y-adapter was optional, if
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participants regularly used other electronic devices such as cell phones in their 12-volt 
sockets.
D e a r  P a r t i c ip a n t R1C
T h a n k  y o u  f o r  p a r t i c ip a t in g  in  th e  E n g in e  S ta r ts  &  S to p s  S tu d y !  Y o u r  h e lp  i n  th is  s p e c ia l  s tu d y  
w il l  a l lo w  u s  to  d e v e lo p  m e th o d s  o f  g r e a te r  a c c u r a c y  to  a n a ly z e  a i r  p o l lu t i o n  in  o u r  a r e a  A ll 
y o u  n e e d  to  d o  is k e e p  th is  sm a ll m e a s u r in g  d e v ic e  p lu g g e d  in to  y o u r  c ig a r e t te  l ig h te r  in  y o u r  
v e h ic le  t h r o u g h o u t  y o u r  s tu d y  p e r io d .  Y o u r  s t u d y  p e r io d  b e g in s  a s  s o o n  a s  y o u  re c e iv e  th e  
m e a s u r i n g  d e v ic e  a n d  w ill  e n d  th e  m o r n in g  a f t e r  y o u r  t r a v e l  p e r i o d . T h is  d e v ic e  s im p ly  c o u n ts  
t h e  n u m b e r  o f  t im e s  t h e  e n g in e  is t u r n e d  o n  a n d  o ff. A f t e r  y o u r  t r a v e l  p e r io d ,  w e  w il l  c o m e  
b a c k  to  p ic k  u p  th e  m e a s u r in g  d e v ic e .  P le a s e  n o te  t h a t  if y o u  u se  e le c tro n ic  d e v ic e s  in  y o u r  
c ig a r e t te  l ig h te r  (i.e . c e ll p h o n e  c h a r g e r s ,  r a d a r  d e te c to r s ,  e tc .) , w e  w il l  p r o v id e  a  Y - a d a p to r  to  
e n s u r e  t h a t  th e  m e a s u r in g  d e v ic e  is n e v e r  u n p lu g g e d  d u r i n g  th e  s t u d y  p e r io d .  A lso , if y o u  
s m o k e ,  w e  a s k  y o u  to  p le a s e  l ig h t  y o u r  c ig a r e t te s  w i th  a  r e g u la r  l ig h te r .  P L E A S E  D O  N O T  
R E M O V E  T H E  D E V IC E  T O  L IG H T  A  C IG A R E T T E ! T h a n k  y o u  a g a i n  fo r  p a r t i c ip a t in g  in  o u r  
s tu d y ,  a n d  h e lp in g  u s  in  o u r  e ffo r ts  to  m a k e  N e v a d a 's  a i r  c l e a n e r  a n d  h e a l th ie r !
S in c e re ly ,
D a v e  Ja m es 
A s s o c ia te  P ro fe s s o r
U N L V  T r a n s p o r ta t io n  R e se a rc h  C e n te r
J e r r y  D u k e
A s s i s ta n t  P l a n n in g  M a n a g e r  
R e g io n a l  T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  C o m m is s io n  of 
S o u t h e r n  N e v a d a
Engine St;irts & Stops Study Instructions HHID:
SsnsorlD: ___
IristsllatlonlD.:
S'tep 1 Plug m easu ring  device into ligh ter as soon as you receive it
Step 2 R ecord the tim e date th a t yon  plugged it i n ; ___________________am  pm
Step 3 R ecord the odom eter read in g  at the tim e you plugged it  in  ____________
Step 4 Leave dertce comiected un til the day aftei your travel day
Step 5 R ecord the tim e date tha t you  unplugged it  ___________________am  pm
Step 6 ^  Record the odom etei read in g  at the tim e you imp lugged i t : ____________
Step " Leove Ciirrtfs) nntl rtexlf e(s) in die l>ng for Pick tip.
Thniil': you for your participalion!
Flea,se Du eel Queslioirs or Conunenls lo: Dae id .Tame,s' al SlD^-lOo"
Figure 7. Information Card Front and Back
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The delivery person discussed the purpose of study with participants and explained 
how to complete the information card and also made a convenient day to pick up the 
sensors. The runner recorded vehicle start mileage and date/time. The runner verified 
operation of the sensor with an engine start. The removal date, time and odometer reading 
would be filled in by the owner or the runner when the sensor was removed. The purpose 
of infoiTuation card was to verify date and mileage for installation and removal of the 
sensors. Participating drivers were asked to follow their normal routines and leave the 
sensors installed for the entire week-long study period. For example if the sensor was 
installed on a Monday, it would be removed on the following Monday either by the 
UNLV runner or by the participant themselves. Generally, the first and the last installed 
days were partial days. Therefore, each sensor’s data set usually has 6 complete days plus 
two partial days. For example, if a sensor was installed on a Monday and removed the 
following Monday, the complete days are from Tuesday through Sunday and two partial 
days are two Mondays.
The pilot studies were conducted in October and December 2004 to test both the 
sensor hardware and sensor installation and date download processing procedures.
The random digit dialing part of the study began on January 20, 2005. Braun 
Research, the subcontractor to the UNLV Cannon Center for Survey Research, identified 
501 random dialing volunteers for sensor installation using a standard questionnaire. The 
final version of the questionnaire for survey research is attached as Appendix A. Diesel 
cars and light trucks were not included in this study. O f these 501 volunteers were 
reached for scheduled installations, and 133 sensors were successfully installed and 
recovered during the months of February to March in 2005. For random digit dial
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participants, the study period did include one three-day weekend (President’s day) and 
may have covered Holy W eek (Easter and Passover) for some participants at the end of 
March. However, the random-dial portion of the study was nearly complete by about 
March 24. The study period did not include any other holidays. In fact, the start up of 
random data collection was delayed by nearly a month to avoid potential impacts of the 
New Year and Christmas holidays at the end of 2004.
Coi-porate and municipal volunteers were surveyed in November, 2004, April and 
May, 2005. Two hundred and sixteen nonrandom dialing participants were obtained from 
government, corporate/private and education. Corporate and public agency participants 
included McCarran Airport, City of Las Vegas, UNLV, Carollo Engineers, City of 
Henderson, PBS&J, Kimley-Hom and Associates, Inc., Broadbent & Associates, Clark 
County Department of Comprehensive Planning, Parsons Transportation, Orth-Rodgers 
& Associates, Inc., Converse Consultants and Stantec Inc., etc. Table 3 summarizes the 
participant classification.
Table 3. Summary of Participants Classification
Participant Type Vehicle Type
Random Digit Dialing 133
Government 34
Corporate/Private 161
UNLV 21
All Participants 349
2.4 Data Processing Overview 
Figure 8 shows the flow chart for information processing. First the raw data in the 
sensor was downloaded using the Brultech software and saved in proprietary format. The 
raw data were filtered twice to eliminate key-on events less than 30 second duration, first
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by the Brultech software, and then with an Excel" macro. The Excel macro also 
identified hot/cold starts using a 12-hour criterion, assigned soak codes, and created a 
daily summary of starts per day in another worksheet. Each sensor download was saved 
in a separate Excel® workbook file. Excel® worksheets were consolidated into a MS 
Access® database. Two databases were created, first a 28,385 record database of all key 
on and key off events, and second, a 3,025 record database summarizing starts per day.
Queries and macros were written to analyze the data in the Access® database file and 
generate frequency tables. Access® frequency tables resulting from the queries & macros 
were exported to Excel® tables and fractional frequencies of starts and soaks were 
calculated. The resulting start and soak frequency data were then formatted to serve as 
MOB1LE6.2 input files. The input files were analyzed to compare Las Vegas 
distributions to EPA default distributions.
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Import 30 second filtered ASCII file to Excel workbook
Export Access® raw frequency data to Excel and calculate 
fractional frequencies
Consolidate the Excel detail and summary worksheets into 
separate Access databases
Excel macro processes data to look for missed false events 
and create separate start summary worksheet
Format Excel® fractional frequency result for MOBILE6.2 
input file
Analyze frequency data and compare distribution to EPA 
default. Create graphical and tabular summaries.
Raw sensor data download via the Brultech software and 
saved in proprietary format
Use Brultech software to save both raw data and 30 second 
filtered data in ASCII format
Run Access queries and macros on the detail database to 
generate start and soak hourly frequency data classified by 
vehicle types and day of week
Figure 8. Data Processing Flow Chart
2.5 Mobile 6.2 Input File Generation 
Table 4 shows six different fleet activity input files will be generated from local starts 
data (USEPA, 2003).
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Table 4. M OBILE6.2 Activity Commands Developed in This Study
Activity Command MOBILE6 
Command Name
Description
Starts Per Day STPERDAY.D Users can use this file to specify the average 
weekday/weekend engine starts per vehicle 
per day for specific vehicle classes.
Distribution of Vehicle 
Starts During the Day 
(weekday and weekend)
SDIST.D This file allowed users to allocate engine 
starts by hour of day.
Trip Length Distribution 
(weekday and weekend)
WEDATRIP.D
WEENTRIP.D
Users can use this file to specify the fraction 
of weekday & weekend VMT that occurs 
during trips of various durations at each 
hour of the day.
Hot Soak Activity 
(weekday and weekend)
HSACTDAY.D
HSACTEND.D
Users can specify a hot soak duration 
distribution for each of 14 daily time 
periods.
Diurnal Soak Activity DSACT.D Users can specify a diurnal soak time 
distribution for each of 18 daily time
Soak Distribution SOAKDST.D The soak time impacts exhaust start 
emissions. Users can use this command to 
enter vehicle soak duration distributions that 
override MOBILE6 defaults.
2.5.1 Starts per Vehicle per Day 
The first fleet MOBILE6.2 activity input file in Table 4 is starts per vehicle per day. 
The input file contains starts assigned by vehicle class and by weekday and weekend 
(Glover and Brzezinski, 2001). In this study, two vehicle categories were investigated. 
One category is Eight-Duty Gasoline Vehicles (LDGV) which include passenger car. The 
second category is Eight-Duty Gasoline Trucks (LDGT) which includes SUVs, pickup 
trucks and vans, less than 6000 lbs (USEPA, 2003).
2.5.2 Distribution of Vehicle Starts During the Day 
Start distribution shows the fraction of all starts in the day that occur in each hour, 
weekday values followed by weekend values. Eorty-eight values need be generated to
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replace the M 0B ILE6 defaults. The first 24 values represent the weekday distribution. A 
second set of 24 values represents the weekend start distribution. Each value represents 
the fraction of all engine starts which occur in each hour of a 24-hour weekday or 
weekend day. The sum of all of the 24 values for a day must be E
2.5.3 Trip Length Distribution 
The duration of time or distance between a vehicle engine on and engine off is a trip. 
The time interval is defined as between key-on and key-off time duration. Trip durations 
were classified into frequencies of all trips in 10-minute periods (0-10 min, 11-20 min, 
21-30 min, 31-40 min, 41-50 min, and more than 51 min) as shown in Table 5 (Nair and 
Bhat, 1999; Glover and Brzezinski, 2001b). The first hour is 6:00AM and the last hour 
includes all trips after 8:00PM, totally 14 hourly intervals. W eekday trips are defined as 
all trips started on Monday through Friday. W eekend trips are defined as all trips started 
on Saturday or Sunday.
Table 5. Trip Duration Categories
Category Number Trip Duration Range (minutes)
1 0 -  10
2 10 -  20
3 21 -  30 -
4 31 -  40
5 41 -  50
6 51+
2.5.4 Hot Soak Activity 
When an engine is not running it is considered to be soaking. Soak time is the 
duration between the time that an engine is turned off and the next time it is turned on. At
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the end of a vehicle trip the temperature will increase in the gas tank, fuel delivery and 
evaporative emission control line and engine compartment (Brzezinski and Newell, 1998). 
Hot soak emissions are evaporative emissions which depend on trip duration, ambient 
temperature and fuel volatility.
Hot soak activity classifies the fraction of vehicles with a hot soak within an hour of a 
key off event by hot soak duration time in minutes. The first hot soak interval (1 minute) 
was hot soak fractions from 1 second to 2 minutes by the hour of the day that the soak 
ended. After the first 2 minutes, soaks were classified in 1 minute intervals up to 60 
minutes. Any soak exceeding 60 minutes was classified into one category having more 
than 60 minutes duration. Since hot soak activity varies with hour of day, the 24 hour day 
is divided into 14 different hourly groups (Table 6) (Glover, 2001). Thirteen of them have 
one hour duration which start at 6:00AM  and run through 7:59:59PM. The fourteenth 
group contains the remaining night time hours mainly because nocturnal emissions have a 
relatively smaller impact on daily ozone or CO foiTnation than those contributed during 
the daytime.
MOB1LE6.2 computes hot soak emissions for each minute of each hour. Eight 
hundred and forty values are entered in the hot soak activity file which represent the 
fraction of vehicles experiencing a hot soak of each duration (1 to 60 minutes) each time 
period of the day (14 periods). MOB1LE6.2 uses separate weekday and weekend versions 
of this hot soak activity file.
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Table 6. Hourly Intervals for Hot Soak Classifications
MobiIe6 Hourly Index M ilitary Time Range Time
1 6 - 7 6:00am to 6:59:59am
2 7 - 8 7:00am to 7:59:59am
3 8 - 9 8:00am to 8:59:59am
4 9 - 10 9:00am to 9:59:59am
5 1 0 - 1 1 10:00am to 10:59:59am
6 11 -  12 11:00am to 11:59:59am
7 1 2 -  13 12:00pm to 12:59:59pm
8 13 -  14 1:00pm to 1:59:59pm
9 1 4 -  15 2:00pm to 2:59:59pm
10 15 -  16 3:00pm to 3:59:59pm
11 1 6 -  17 4:00pm to 4:59:59pm
12 1 7 -  18 5:00pm to 5:59:59pm
13 1 8 -  19 6:00pm to 6:59:59pm
14-24 19 -  24 and 24 -  6 7:00pm to 6:59:59am
2.5.5 Diurnal Soak Activity 
Glover (2001) defines a diurnal soak as one that occurs if the vehicle was not running 
or had not operated in the previous two hours. Diurnal emissions vary with time of day 
and the length of time a vehicle has been soaking, since gasoline vapor pressure increases 
as ambient temperature rises. VOC emissions go up with increasing vapor pressure. Even 
with evaporative controls, a vehicle “soaking” in changing ambient temperatures will 
emit VOCs at higher rates as ambient temperatures rise and lower rates as temperature 
fail. Soaking vehicle VOC emissions will fluctuate with the daily diurnal temperature 
cycle.
The MOB1LE6.2 diurnal soak activity input file shows the fraction of all vehicles 
within each hour experiencing a diumal soak of the specified duration. A diurnal soak is 
defined to begin two hours after a key-off event. The first hour after a key off is defined
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as a hot soak. The second hour is defined as a resting soak. The third hour of soak begins 
a 0-1 hour diumal soak (Brzezinski, 2005). Each vehicle’s first key-off event was omitted 
since the length of the soak prior to the installation of the instrumentation was not known 
(Glover, 2001). Diumal soak times range from a soak duration of 1 to 2 hour to a m ulti­
day of 72 hours or more (USEPA, 2003; Glover, 2001). Diumal soak time distributions 
represent the distribution of the length of time that vehicles have been soaking during 
each hour of the day. The 24 hour day is divided into 18 different hourly groups, which 
start at 6:00AM and run through 11:59:59PM (Glover, 2003). Erom 12AM to 6AM the 
diumal emissions will be calculated by MOB1LE6.2 to be zero since the temperature falls 
during the night. The diumal soaks for those intervals are not included. Eor each hour of 
the day, the vehicles experiencing an engine on, hot soak, resting soak or diumal soak 
activities are recorded in a frequency file. Erom this frequency file, 1296 values will be 
formatted into a diumal soak activity file (USEPA, 2003).
2.5.6 Soak Distribution 
Soak distribution shows the fraction of engine starts by duration of the previous key 
off events (soak time) for each hour of the day separately for weekday and weekend. 
Since soak time distribution determines the cold and hot start fraction, it is a key variable 
in determining trip activity inputs to all versions of the current MOBILE model 
(Venigalla and Pickrell, 2002). M 0B1LE6 uses soak time data to determine the 
percentage of vehicles have been soaking for a given time duration prior to an engine 
start for each hour of the day. There are 70 soak durations for each of the 24 hours of a 
day for both weekdays and weekends. All soaks (engine off) event durations in minutes
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up to 720 minutes (12 hours) are classified into 70 soak durations according to the system 
shown in Table 7 (USEPA, 2003).
Table 7. Soak Time Interval Classification of Soak Time
Interval Number Interval Range (N=interval number)
1 (Greater than 0.01) to 1.0 minutes
2 to 30 (Greater than N-1) to N minutes
31 to 45 (Greater than 2N-32) to (2N-30) minutes
46 to 67 (Greater than 30N-1320) to (30N-1290) minutes
68 Greater than 720 minutes
69 (Greater than 0) to 0.1 minutes (Restarts)
70 Zero minutes (Stalls, not used)
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Single Sensor Record Processing 
A single sensor record consists of a sensor ID, start date, start time, stop date, stop 
time, a key on or key off event and duration of trip. Table 8 shows a typical one day 
sensor record. A set of 349 weekly records similar to this table were generated in 
Excel. All weekday individual sensor records were then combined into a 28,385 
record Access database. This database was queried to generate MOB1LE6.2 input 
files, and to compute statistical characteristics of data meeting different criteria (cars 
or trucks, random or non-random, weekday or weekend).
Two other generated datasets include a 286-record participant database, 
containing date and odometer mileage for installation and removal, with some vehicle 
information, and a 501 record random dialing database, containing participant 
demographic information, to be used for demographic analysis.
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Table 8. One Sensor One day Record
U N IQ U E JD START DATE START TIME STOP DATE STOP TIM E EVENT DURATION
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  f3 0 s 25 -O ct-0 4 5 :08:33  PM 25 -O ct-0 4 5 :25:51  PM I'n 00:17 :18
E D L 0 0 6 2  102 2 0 4  BO s 25 -O ct-0 4 5:25:51 PM 26 -O ct-0 4 5 :5 8 :1 7  A M O ff 12:32:26
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 26 -O ct-0 4 5:58 :17  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6:05 :11  A M On 00 :0 6 :5 4
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BOs 26 -O ct-0 4 6:05:11  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :1 5 :5 2  A M O ff 00:10:41
E D L 0 0 6 2  1022 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 1 0 /2 6 /2 0 0 4  6:15 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :2 3 :1 4  A M On 00:07 :22
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 26-OC1-04 6 :2 3 :1 4  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :2 3 :4 7  A M O ff 00 :00 :33
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 6 :2 3 :4 7  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :2 4 :4 4  A M On 00:00 :57
E D L 0 0 6 2  1022 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :2 4 :4 4  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :2 9 :1 0  A M O ff 00 :0 4 :2 6
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 6 :2 9 :1 0  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :3 0 :2 0  A M ( In 00 :0 1 :1 0
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 6 :3 0 :2 0  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :3 2 :2 2  A M O ff 00 :02 :02
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 6 :3 2 :2 2  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :5 5 :3 7  A M On 00:23 :15
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :5 5 :3 7  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 7 :0 8 :3 8  A M O ff 00:13:01
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 7 :0 8 :3 8  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 7 :0 9 :4 3  A M On 00:01 :05
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 7:0 9 :4 3  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 8 :0 4 :1 9  A M Ofl 00 :5 4 :3 6
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 8:04 :19  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 8 :1 2 :3 0  AM On 00:08:11
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 8 :1 2 :3 0  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 8 :5 5 :0 9  A M O ff 00:42:39
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 8:55 :09  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 9 :2 2 :4 8  A M On 00:27 :39
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 9 :2 2 :4 8  AM 26-Oct-04 10:48:23  A M O ff 01 :2 5 :3 5
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 10:48:23  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 11:05:41 A M On 00:17 :18
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 11:05:41 AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 1 1:37 :04  A M O ff 00 :31 :23
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 11:37:04  A M 2 6 -O ct-0 4 11:51 :59  AM On 00:14 :55
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O c t-0 4 11:51:59  AM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :1 7 :3 3  PM O ff 04 :2 5 :3 4
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :1 7 :3 3  PM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :1 8 :5 3  PM On 00 :0 1 :2 0
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :1 8 :5 3  PM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :2 3 :3 9  PM O ff 00 :0 4 :4 6
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :2 3 :3 9  PM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 4 :4 6 :0 4  PM On 00:22 :25
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 26 -O ct-0 4 4 :4 6 :0 4  PM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :3 2 :2 0  PM O ff 01 :4 6 :1 6
E D L 0 0 6 2  1 0 2 2 0 4  BO s 26 -O ct-0 4 6 :3 2 :2 0  PM 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6 :4 1 :2 3  PM On 00:09 :03
E D L 0 0 6 2 _ 1 0 2 2 0 4 _ B 0 s 2 6 -O ct-0 4 6:41 :23  PM 2 7 -O ct-0 4 12:17:13  A M O ff 0 5 :3 5 :5 0
3.2 Participant Demographics Comparison 
According to EPA guidelines, two vehicle types were classified in this study: 
gasoline passenger cars (Category 1 of EPA vehicle classification, LGDV) and light-duty 
gasoline trucks which include pick up trucks, vans and SUVs (Category 2 of EPA vehicle 
classification, LGDT). UNLV currently has 349 sensor records in its database. Of these, 
the random digit dialing participation is 133. The 216 nonrandom records include the 2"'^  
pilot study, conducted in late October and early November 2004, the Club Ride 
participants, and the post-random digit dialing corporate participants in April and May 
2005.
Table 9 shows a breakout of the number of participants from each category. Due to 
incomplete information card, 67% of the vehicle type records were classified as (either a
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car or a truck) and 33% were available. The largest contribution was from corporate 
contacts including Club Ride at 50% followed by random digit dialing at 41%, 
government at 5% and UNLV at 4%.
Table 9. Number of Records by each Vehicle Type
Participant Type
Vehicle Type
Passenger 
Cars (LDGV)
mguL-izuiy
Trucks
n T>rz^ \
N /A—not 
available
All
Records
Percent
Random Digit Dialing 7,698 3,969 1 11,668 41%
Government 235 221 952 1,408 5%
Corporate/Private 4,082 1,751 8,426 14,259 50%
UNLV 964 86 0 1,050 4%
Total Records 12,979 6,027 9,379 28,385
% Records 46% 21% 33%
3.3 Average Starts Per Vehicle Per Day 
Since different studies define hot start and cold start by one hour, four hour and 
twelve hour soak period preceding the vehicle start, our study queried the database by 
these three categories (Sierra Research, 1994; CARB, 1997; Sabate, 1997; Nair, 2000; 
Sivakumar, 2000; and Glover and Brzezinski. 2001). For emission purposes, for catalyst- 
equipped vehicles, EPA considers starts occuning before a 1-hour soak to be “hot” starts 
and after a 1-hour soak to be cold starts (Brzezinski, 2005). Eor the Las Vegas study, the 
overall total starts for all vehicles all days are 5.6 per vehicle per day. Weekday total 
starts for cars and trucks are 5.5 starts per vehicle per day and weekend starts are 5.7 for 
cars, and 4.7 for trucks.
Tables 10 to 12 show the average hot, cold and total starts per day for car, trucks and 
all vehicles classified by weekdays, weekends and all days for different cold start
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definitions. Hot starts increased and cold starts declined slowly as the soak interval 
increased. On weekdays, hot starts for cars increased from 3.0/day for 1-hour soak to 
3.9/day for 4-hour soak to 4.9/day for a 12-hour soak. Cold starts for cars decreased from 
2.8/day for 1-hour soak to 1.5/day for 4-hour soak to 0.6/day for 12-hour soak. Hot starts 
for trucks increased from 2.6/day for 1-hour soak, 3.9/day for 4-hour soak to 4.8/day for 
12-hour soak. Cold starts for trucks decreased from 2.8/day for 1-hour soak, 1.5/day for 
4-hour soak to 0.6/day for 12-hour soak. On weekends, hot starts for cars increased from 
3.3/day for 1-hour soak, 4.4/day for 4-hour soak to 4.9/day for 12-hour soak. Cold starts 
for cars decreased from 2.4/day for 1-hour soak, 1.3/day for 4-hour soak to 0.8/day for 
12-hour soak. Hot starts for trucks increased from 2.4/day for 1-hour soak, 3.9/day for 4- 
hour soak to 5.0/day for 12-hour soak. Cold starts for trucks decreased from 2.3/day for 
1-hour soak, 1.2/day for 4-hour soak to 0.8/day for 12-hour soak.
Table 10. Average Hot and Cold Starts per Day and Standard Deviation for 1-hour Soak
Defore Vehicle Start
Days Auto type
Hot starts per 
day
Cold starts per 
day
Total starts 
per day
Cars 3.0±3.5 2.6±1.3 5.5±3.9
Trucks 2.6±2.4 2.8±1.5 5.5±3.1
Weekday All Vehicle 2.9±3.5 2.7±1.4 5.6±4.0
Cars 3.3±3.8 2.4±1.4 5.7±4.4
Trucks 2.4±2.0 2.3±1.3 4.7±2.5
Weekend All Vehicle 3.1±3.3 2.5±1.4 5.6±3.9
Cars 3.1±3.6 2.5±1.3 5.6±4.0
Trucks 2.6±2.3 2.7±1.5 5.3±2.9
All Days All Vehicle 3.0±3.5 2.6±1.4 5.6±4.0
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Table 11. Average Hot and Cold Starts per Day and Standard Deviation for 4-hour Soak 
before Vehicle Start
Days Auto type
Hot starts per 
day
Cold starts per 
day
Total starts 
per day
Weekday
Cars 3.9±3.9 1.6±0.8 5.5±3.9
Trucks 3.9±3.1 1.5±0.8 5.5±3.1
All Vehicle 4.0±4.1 1.6±0.8 5.6+4.0
Weekend
Cars 4.4±4.4 1.3±0.6 5.7±4.4
Trucks 3.5±2.5 1.2±0.6 4.7±2.5
All Vehicle 4.3±3.8 1.3±0.6 5.6±3.9
All Days
Cars 4.1±4.1 1.5±0.8 5.6±4.0
Trucks 3.8±3.0 1.4±0.8 5.3±2.9
All Vehicle 4.1 ±4.0 1.5±0.8 5.6±4.0
Table 12. Average Hot and Cold Starts per Day and Standard Deviation for 12-hour 5 
before Vehicle Start
Days Auto type
Hot starts per 
day
Cold starts per 
day
Total starts 
per day
Weekday
Cars 4.9±3.9 0.6±0.5 5.5±3.9
Trucks 4.8±3.2 0.6±0.6 5.5±3.1
All Vehicle 5.0±4.1 0.6±0.5 5.6±4.0
Weekend
Cars 4.9±4.5 0.8±0.4 5.7±4.4
Trucks 3.9±2.6 0.8±0.4 4.7±2.5
All Vehicle 4.8±4.0 0.8±0.4 5.6±3.9
All Days
Cars 4.9±4.1 0.7±0.5 5.6±4.0
Trucks 4.6±3.1 0.7±0.5 5.3±2.9
All Vehicle 4.9±4.0 0.7±0.5 5.6±4.0
Tables 13 to 15 show the average hot, cold and total starts per day for car, trucks and 
all vehicles according to different type of participants. For random dialing participants 
hot starts for cars increased from 3.0/day for 1-hour soak to 4.1/day for 4-hour soak to 
4.8/day for 12-hour soak. Cold starts for cars decreased from 2.5/day for 1-hour soak to 
1.4/day for 4-hour soak to 0.7/day for 12-hour soak. Hot starts for trucks increased from 
2.5/day for 1-hour soak to 3.8/day for 4-hour soak to 4.4/day for 12-hour soak. Cold
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starts for trucks decreased from 2.6/day for 1-hour soak, 1.6/day for 4-hour soak to 
0.6/day for 12-hour soak. For nonrandom dialing participants, hot starts for cars increased 
from 3.2/day for 1-hour soak to 3.8/day for 4-hour soak to 4.4/day for 12-hour soak. Cold 
starts for cars decreased from 2.5/day for 1-hour soak to 1.6/day for 4-hour soak to 
0.7/day for 12-hour soak. Hot starts for trucks increased from 2.7/day for 1-hour soak to 
3.9/day for 4-hour soak to 5.0/day for 12-hour soak. Cold starts for trucks decreased from 
2.9/day for 1-hour soak to 1.6/day for 4-hour soak to 0.6/day for 12-hour soak. The starts 
value for random dialing and nonrandom dialing are very close.
Table 13. Average Hot and Cold Starts per Day and Standard Deviation for 1-hour Soak
before Vehicle Start
Auto Type Participant type
Hot starts 
per day
Cold starts 
per day
Total starts 
per day
Random Digital Dialing 3.0±3.1 2.5±1.3 5.5+3.5
All Other Participants 3.2±4.1 2.5±1.4 5.7±4.7
Car All Participants 3.1±3.6 2.5±1.3 5.6±4.0
Random Digital Dialing 2.5±2.4 2.6±1.4 5.1±3.0
All Other Participants 2.7±2.1 2.9±1.5 5.6±2.7
Truck All Participants 2.6±2.3 2.7±1.5 5.3±2.9
Random Digital Dialing 2.8±2.9 2.5±1.3 5.3±3.3
All Other Participants 3.1±3.8 2.7±1.4 5.8±4.3
All Vehicle • All Participants 3.0±3.5 2.6±1.4 5.6±4.0
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Table 14. Average Hot and Cold Starts per Day and Standard Deviation for 4-hour Soak
before Vehicle Start
Auto Type Participant type
Hot starts 
per day
Cold starts 
per day
Total starts 
per day
Random Digital Dialing 4.1±3.6 1.4±0.8 5.5±3.5
All Other Participants 4.1±4.6 1.6±0.8 5.7±4.7
Car All Participants 4.1±4.1 1.5±0.8 5.6±4.0
Random Digital Dialing 3.8±3.1 1.3±0.7 5.1±3.0
All Other Participants 3.9±2.8 1.6±0.8 5.6±2.7
Truck All Participants 3.8±3.0 1.4±0.8 5.3±2.9
Random Digital Dialing 3.9±3.4 1.4±0.8 5.3±3.3
All Other Participants 4.1±4.3 1.6±0.8 5.8±4.3
All Vehicle All Participants 4.1±4.0 1.5±0.8 5.6±4.0
Table 15. Average Hot and Cold Starts per Day and Standard Deviation for 12-hour Soak
before Vehicle Start
Auto Type Participant type
Hot starts 
per day
Cold starts 
per day
Total starts 
per day
Random Digital Dialing 4.8±3.6 0.7±0.5 5.5±3.5
All Other Participants 5.0±4.7 0.7±0.5 5.7±4.7
Car All Participants 4.9±4.1 0.7±0.5 5.6±4.0
Random Digital Dialing 4.4±3.2 0.7±0.5 5.1±3.0
All Other Participants 5.0±2.8 0.6±0.5 5.6±2.7
Truck All Participants 4.6±3.1 0.7±0.5 5.3±2.9
Random Digital Dialing 4.6±3.4 0.7±0.5 5.3±3.3
All Other Participants 5.1±4.4 0.6±0.5 5.8±4.3
All Vehicle All Participants 4.9±4.0 0.7±0.5 5.6+4.0
3.4 Comparison to Other Studies 
Comparing the Las Vegas study with other studies, Las Vegas exhibited fewer 
weekday starts than the EPA study and the CARB study (Table 16). Weekday starts per 
day were slightly lower than the Knoxville study. Las Vegas weekend starts per day 
were, for cars, slightly lower than CARB, slightly higher than Baltimore and Spokane
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and higher than the Knoxville study. W eekend starts per day, for trucks, were slightly 
higher than the Knoxville study and lower than the EPA Spokane and Baltimore study.
Table 16. Average Starts per D ay per Vehicle over all Days of the Week
EPA
(Spokane/Baltimore) CARBrLA Knoxville Las Vegas
Weekday
Cars 7.3 7.1 5.7 5.5
Trucks 8.1 N/A 6.2 5.5
Weekend
Cars 5.4 5.9 4.1 5.7
Trucks 5.7 N/A 4.7 4.7
For the Las Vegas study, there are 286 vehicle datasets with valid record information 
for the odometer. This dataset yielded an average of 5.6 trips per vehicle per day and 32.7 
miles traveled per day. The grand average mile per start, calculated by dividing total 
traveled miles by total number of starts, is 6.0 miles per start. This result is lower than 
EPA study and CARB study. The comprehensive comparison of Las Vegas study with 
previous studies is shown in Table 17.
For the EPA Spokane and Baltimore studies, the results yielded mean activity 
estimates of about 6.94 trips per day and about 34.03 miles traveled per day for all 
vehicle types. Sixty-one percent of all trips soaked for less than 1 hour (Carson et al. 
1994).
For the CARB study, a total number of 4973 trip files spanning 739 days were 
evaluated (Magbuhat et ah, 1996). An average of 6.73 starts per vehicle per day was 
determined. No engine start events occuned in about 8.5% of the total days. Several 
motorists recorded as many as 24 starts in a day. An average of 7.1 starts per day was
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found for weekdays, while an average of 5.9 starts per day for the weekends. No 
correlation was apparent between the age of a vehicle and the number of trips it made. A 
cumulative distribution of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per trip was plotted from 4046 
trip files. About 4.8% trips had no distance traveled and 31.3% trips traveled less than a 
mile. CARB data showed an average of 46 miles traveled per vehicle per day. Vehicle 
trip files were used to determine the length of soak prior to their respective engine start 
time. About 32.9% of soak periods were less than 10 minutes, 61% were less than 1-hour, 
and about 0.7% exceeded 24 hours (Magbuhat et al., 1996). For the Las Vegas study, 
about 23.7% of soaks were less than 10 minutes and about 2.1% exceeded 24 hours.
For the Knoxville study, average weekday starts were 5.69 for cars and 6.16 for 
trucks. Average weekend starts were 4.09 for cars and 4.71 for trucks (Everett, 2003).
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Table 17. Comparison the T iree Previous Studies with Las Vegas Study
Spokane Baltimore Atlanta
EPA
Average
Los
Angeles Knoxville
Las
Vegas
V a lid  data 7 5 93 7 7 9 6 3 7 7 3 4 9
H o u s e h o ld  w ith  v a lid  
data N/A N/A N/A N/A 2 0 0 N/A
In stru m en ta tion
d u ration 7 - 1 0  d a y s 7 - 1 0  d a y s 7 d a y s 7  d a y s 2 - 6  d a y s 2 -8  d a y s
W e e k d a y  starts N/A 3,578 3,542 N/A 4 ,7 2 5 9 ,2 9 0
W e e k e n d  starts N/A 1 ,1 0 3 1 ,1 6 6 N/A 1 ,3 3 4 3 ,4 2 0
T o ta l e v e n t  starts N/A 4 ,6 8 1 4 ,7 0 8 4,973 6,059 1 2 ,7 1 0
T o ta l e v e n t  days N/A N/A N/A 7 3 9 N/A 2,274
W e e k d a y  starts % N/A 76% 75% N/A 78% 73%
W e e k e n d  starts % N/A 24% 25% N/A 22% 27%
W e e k d a y  Start p er d ay  
p er  car N/A N/A N/A 7 .3 7 .1 5 .7 5 .5
W e e k d a y  Start p er d a y  
p er  truck N/A N/A N/A 8.1 N/A 6.2 5 .5
W e e k e n d  Start p er d ay  
p er  car N/A N/A N/A 5 .4 5 .9 4 .1 5 .7
W e e k e n d  Start p er d a y  
p er  truck N/A N/A N/A 5 .7 N/A 4 .7 4 .7
A v e r a g e  start per d ay  
p er  v e h ic le N/A N/A N/A 6 .9 6 .7 N/A 5 .6
M ea n  V M T  per v e h ic le  
p er  d a y N/A N/A N/A 3 4 .0 4 6 .0 N/A 3 3 .7
W e e k d a y  V M T  per  
v e h ic le  p er  d ay N/A N/A N/A 35 6 N/A N/A N/A
W e e k e n d  V M T  per  
v e h ic le  p er  d a y N/A N/A N/A 293 N/A N/A N/A
A v e r a g e  s p e e d  (m p h ) 28.1
2 4 .5 ' ,  2 0 .9 7
28. L 2&8
25.9\
26.2" 4 3 .4 N/A N/A
% o f  trip  <  10 m in N/A N/A N/A 57.8% N/A N/A 51.09&
% o f  trip  <  5 m in N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 27.2%
% o f  T rip  <  1 m ile N/A N/A N/A N/A 313% N/A N/A
% o f  all s o a k  p e r io d  <  
lO m in N/A N/A N/A 34.6% 32.9% N/A 23.7%
% o f  all s o a k  p er io d  >  
1 d a y N/A N/A N/A N/A 03% N/A 2.19b
H o t start% 61.5%
60.0%',
62.4%\
57.1%\ 63J%
61.7%,
60.7%",
64.8%" N/A N/A 529%
C o ld  start% 3&5%
40.0%',
37.6%7
42.9%^ 363%
38.3%^
39.3%",
35.2%" N/A N/A 47.19b
N o te s: : B a ltim o re  
; B a lt im o r e -E x e te r  
: B a lt im o r e -R o s s v il le  
: P a ssen g er  cars  
: L ig h t-D u ty  T ru ck  
: O v era ll A v e r a g e
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3.5 Starts per Day by Day of Week 
Starts distribution by day of week could be queried from master data table (Table 
18). The highest start rate was on Friday and Saturday. Friday has higher fraction 
(15.4%) of total starts of any days.
Table 18. Starts per D ay by Day of W eek
Day of Week
Average start 
per day
Standard
Deviation
Number of 
starts
Event day Fraction
Sunday 5.14 3.52 1567 305 12.4%
Monday 5.47 3 66 1882 344 14.8%
Tuesday 5.21 3.10 1713 329 13.5%
Wednesday 5.48 4 J 9 1826 333 14.4%
Thursday 5 J 2 4.19 1898 332 15.0%
Friday 5 96 4.46 1954 328 15.4%
Saturday 6.03 4.01 1840 305 14.5%
Total 12680 2276 100%
3.6 Start Distribution by Hour of Day 
Las Vegas weekday start distribution showed three distinct activity peaks, at hour 7-8, 
12 and 17-18 (Figure 9). The highest level of activity was in hour 17 (17:00-18:00) when 
10.5% all daily starts occuiTed. The lowest level occurred between hour 22 (22:00) and 
hour 5 (5:00). The Las Vegas weekend start distribution showed one distinct activity 
peak, at hour 13-14 (Figure 10). The lowest level occuned between hour 20 (20:00) and 
hour 6 (6:00). For weekday start distributions, the main peak occurred later in the 
afternoon (17:00) than the EPA default (15:00) (Eigure 9). For weekend start 
distributions the main peak also occuiTed in the early afternoon (13:00-14:00), compared 
to the EPA default peak at 12:00 (Eigure 10). The morning weekday peak for Las Vegas 
is earlier (7:00) than the EPA default (8:00).
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Comparing with Las Vegas weekday and weekend data (Figure 11), there are two 
main peaks in weekday, one in the early morning (7:00-8:00) and one in the afternoon 
(17:00). There’s only one main peak in the weekend in early afternoon (13:00-14:00).
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3.7 Trip Length Distribution
The highest proportion of Las Vegas weekday and weekend trip lengths were always 
less than 10 minutes for all hour of the day (Tables 19 and 21). The second largest 
category was always 11-20 minutes.
In Las Vegas, on weekdays from hour 6 through hour 8 there were less than 40% of 
the trips with durations less than 10 minutes. From hour 9 through 24 there were 45-63% 
of the trips less than 10 minutes (Table 19). From hour 8, more than 70% of the trips less 
than 20 minutes (0-20 minutes). On weekends, 50-60% of the trips less than 10 minutes 
for all hours of the day and more than 80% of the trips less than 20 minutes (0-20 
minutes) (Table 20).
Comparing Las Vegas and the EPA default weekday and weekend trip length 
frequency analyses. Las Vegas data showed a higher proportion of short-duration trips 
(<10 minutes), and a lower proportion of medium (11-40 minutes) and long-duration trips 
(41-50-t- minutes) (Tables 19-22). EPA data showed highest proportions of trip durations 
in the 11-20 minutes trip category on both weekdays and weekends. The one exception 
was for weekday hour 7, where the highest proportion was in 21-30 minutes duration trip.
Figures 12 and 13 show that Las Vegas had consistently higher fractions of short 
trips (<20 minutes) at all hours of the day.
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Table 19. Las Vegas W eekday Trip Length Frequency
Hour
<10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
6 36.7% 29.5% 19.9% 11.4% 2.2% 0.4%
7 35.0% 32.8% 20.2% &0% 2.0% 1.9%
8 39.7% 26.6% 21.3% 7.9% 2.4% 2.1%
9 49. 1% 30.4% 13.0% 4.3% 1.1% 2.0%
10 56.9 % 29.9% 9.1% 3.0% 0.5% 0.5%
11 60.9%  1 25.1% 10.3% 2.0% 0.8% 0.8%
12 63.2 "'f 24.1% 8.0% 2.4% 0.8% 1.6%
13 56.2% 27.9% 9.6% 3.0% 1.5% 1.9%
14 57.8% 23.9% 12.5% 3.3% 1.4% 1.1%
15 50.1% 26.8% 14.3% 5.3% 1.6% 1.9%
16 44.7% 28.4% 15.9% 6.3% 2.5% 1.9%
17 45.4% 28.0% 14.5% 7.2% 2.9% 2.0%
18 48.5% 26.6% 13.8% 6.5% 2.4% 1.9%
24 52.7% 27.0% 12.9% 4.6% 1.3% 1.5%
Table 20. EPA W eekday Trip Length Frequency
Hour
<10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
6 14.9% 22.7% 29.4% 20.8% 12.2% 0.0%
7 16.1% 31.1% 40.0% 9.1% 3.5% 0.0%
8 14.6% 33.5% 18.4% 18.5% 3.0% 72.7%
9 27.4% 32.7% 22.2% 4.5% 0.0% 12.9%
10 28.5% 4.3.0% 17.1% 7.9% 3.6% 0.0%
11 32.9% 32.5% 15.0% 7.5% 5.3% 6.5%
12 33.4% 39.6% 15.2% 11.8% 0.0% 0.0%
13 25.9% 46.8% 13.9% 9.3% 1.1% 0.0%
14 27.1% 39.3% 18.3% 3.2% 1.4% 10.8%
15 26.8% 41.8% 24.3% 3.9% 2.2% 1.0%
16 24.9% 40.8% 18.8% 10.9% 7.5% 2.9%
17 21.1% 34.5% 29.4% 9.2% 5.4% 0.0%
18 26.5% 32.2% 25.1% 72.0% 3.7% 0.8%
24 21.0% 37.3% 24.5% 7.5% 6.4% 3.4%
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Table 21. Las Vegas W eekend Trip Length Frequency
Hour
<10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
6 51.9% 33.3% 7.4% 0.0% 3.7% 3.7%
7 58.1% i 21.0% 16.1% 1.6% 1.6% 1.6%
8 59.6% ^ 25.0% 7.4% 2.2% 4.4% 7.5%
9 57.5% 27.5% 9.4% 3.3% 1.4% 0.5%
10 57.9% 1 30.2% 5.5% 1.8% 0.7% 0.7%
11 58.5% 1 24.0% 11.6% 4.7% 0.6% 0.6%
12 49.5% 1 31.0% 10.0% 5.2% 2.7% 2.7%
13 56.0% 1 24.7% 10.0% 5.4% 1.5% 2.3%
14 60.4% ; 23.8% 10.2% 2.3% 1.8% 7.5%
15 56.0 28.3% 7.5% 3.6% 2.2% 2.6%
16 54.9% ^ 26.6% 10.0% 4.1% 1.6% 2.5%
17 58.6% 25.1% 10.6% 1.5% 2.1% 2.7%
18 54.9% 25.6% 12.1% 3.3% 2.2% 7.5%
24 51.9% 24.8% 13.3% 5.0% 2.2% 2.9%
Table 22. EPA W eekend Trip Length Frequency
Hour
<10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 50+
xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx
6 19.0% 60.6% 20.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
7 26.9% 42.4% 30.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
8 20.6% 41.7% 75.5% 0.0% 75.9% 0.0%
9 29.8% 35.3% 23.1% 5.5% 0.0% 0.0%
10 25.6% 42.1% 16.6% 15.8% 0.0% 0.0%
11 27.6% 36.4% 13.3% 10.3% 3.4% 9.6%
12 25.9% 35.5% 28.6% 3.5% 6.5% 0.0%
13 18.4% 19.4% 22.5% 9.9% 4.3% 25.6%
14 23.7% 39.2% 72.3% 74.9% 9.9% 0.0%
15 27.2% 25.4% 25.5% 4.1% 0.0% 23.9%
16 25.7% 25.9% 12, 3% 6.6% 15.0% 14.5%
17 24.3% 37.7% 27.3% 3.9% 0.0% 6.5%
18 18.0% 35.4% 75.3% 26.5% 4.5% 0.0%
24 15.7% 27.4% 15.7% 9.6% 2.6% 29.0%
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Figure 13. Cumulative W eekend Trip Length <20min Distribution Comparison
3.8 Hot Soak Activity 
Figures 14-19 show characteristic weekday and weekend cumulative hot soak 
frequencies comparing Las Vegas and EPA for hour 8, 12 and 18. The overall patterns 
for this activity are summarized in Table 23. The weekday curves show a pattern of EPA 
having higher proportions of hot soak activity for hours 8 and 12 and roughly the same 
activity for hour 18. The weekend curves show a pattern of EPA having higher 
proportions of hot soak activity for hour 8 and hour 12. For hour 18 EPA has a higher 
fraction up to 30min soak duration, then a lower fraction than Las Vegas.
Table 23. Weekday and W eekend Cumulative Hot Soak Frequencies Comparison
Figure # H our Day Pattern
Figure 18 8 Weekday EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 19 8 Weekend EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 20 12 Weekday EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 21 12 Weekend EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 22 18 Weekday EPA roughly the same activity Las Vegas
Figure 23 18 Weekend
EPA higher fraction before 30min soak duration, 
then lower fraction than Las Vegas
The cumulative hot soak distributions over all hours for soak duration 10 minutes and 
30 minutes are plotted in Figures 20-23. The overall patterns for this activity are 
summarized in Table 24. Generally, EPA data show higher percentage of hot soaks less 
than 10 minutes and less than 30 minutes for all hours of the day except for 4-5pm and 7- 
8pm on weekday and 5-6pm and 7-8pm on weekend.
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Table 24. Cumulative Hot Soak Distributions over All Hours for 10 and 30 minutes
Figure #
Hot Soak 
Duration Day Pattern
Figure 24 <10min Weekday
EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas, except 4- 
5pm and 7-8pm lower.
Figure 25 <10min Weekend
EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas, except 5- 
6pm and 7-8pm lower.
Figure 26 <30min Weekday
EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas, except 4- 
5pm and 7-8pm lower.
Figure 27 <30min Weekend
EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas, except 5- 
6pm and 7-8pm lower.
The average cumulative hot soak distributions comparison over all hours for 10, 20, 
30, 40 and 50 are summarized in Table 25. For all durations EPA data are usually more 
than 5% higher than Las Vegas data both in weekday and weekend.
Table 25. Average Hot Soak Duration Comparison
Average Hot Soak Duration
Wee ^day Wee (end
LV EPA LV EPA
<10min 24% 27% 22% 30%
<20min 32% 37% 30% 39%
<30min 37% 42% 36% 44%
<40min 41% 46% 41% 48%
<50min 45% 49% 44% 51%
Average 36% 40% 35% 42%
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Figure 16. W eekday Hot Soak Cumulative Frequencies Comparison during Hour 12pm
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Figure 17. W eekend Hot Soak Cumulative Frequencies Comparison during Hour 12pm
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Figure 18. W eekday Hot Soak Cumulative Frequencies Comparison during Hour 6pm
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Figure 19. W eekend Hot Soak Cumulative Frequencies Comparison during Hour 6pm
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Figure 23. Comparison of Weekend <30min Hot Soak Duration
3.9 Diumal Soak Activity 
Figures 24-26 show characteristic cumulative diumal soak frequencies comparing Las 
Vegas and EPA for hour 8, hour 12 and hour 18. The overall pattern for the activity 
curves are summarized in Table 26. The curves show a pattern of EPA having higher 
proportions of diumal soak activities for these three hours of the day. EPA data are 
smooth curves because EPA fit a W eibull distribution to their original raw data (Glover, 
2001).
Table 26. Cumulative Diumal Soak Activity Distribution Comparison
Figure # Hour Pattern
Figure 24 8 EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 25 12 EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 26 18 EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figures 27-29 show characteristic comparisons of cumulative diumal soak 
frequencies comparing Las Vegas and EPA less than 1-hour, 4-hours and 10 hours across 
all hours of day. The overall pattem for these activities is summarized in Table 27. The 
curves show a pattem of EPA having higher proportion of diumal soak activity for less 
than 4-hour and less than 10 hour. For less than 1-hour diumal soak activity (Figure 27), 
EPA have higher fraction from hours 6 to 11, the same from hour 11 to 4, higher from 
hour 4-8 and the same for 10pm-12am. Figure 28 and 29 show EPA have higher fraction 
before 8pm for less than 4-hour and 10 hour diumal soak activities.
Figures 30-32 compare diumal soak activity proportions of EPA and Las Vegas 
diumal soak activities in three different hour blocks. Results are summarized in Table 27. 
Figure 30 shows EPA has roughly the same proportion of diumal soak activities as Las
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Vegas. Figure 31 shows EPA bas higher proportion of 24-47 hour diurnal soak activities 
than Las Vegas except llam -12pm . Figure 32 shows EPA has higher proportion of 48-71 
hour diurnal soak activities than Las Vegas except the same proportion from 1 lam-12pm.
Table 27. Comparison of Diurnal Soaks Activity Across All Hours of Day
Figure #
Diurnal Soak 
Duration Pattern
Figure 27 < lh r
EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas, except 
from llam -5pm  and 8-lOpm.
Figure 28 <4hr EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 29 <10hr EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 30 8-23 hourly group EPA roughly the same as Las Vegas
Figure 31 24-47 hourly group
Las Vegas higher proportion than EPA except 
11-12pm lower
Figure 32 48-71 hourly group
Las Vegas higher proportion than EPA except 
11-12pm with same proportion
Figures 33 and 34 show characteristic comparisons of diurnal soak and running and 
hot soak activities. The overall pattern for these activities is summarized in Table 28. 
Except for 3-5pm EPA has a higher proportion than Las Vegas for all diurnal soaks and a 
lower proportion of running and “hot” soak activity (<2 hour). EPA data after 6pm are 
averages of the result through 6pm to 12pm. EPA data are not available for 12am-6am. 
Las Vegas diurnal soak data for the 6pm-6am time interval are plotted to illustrate the 24 
hour activity patterns for the surveyed privately owned vehicle fleet.
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Table 28. Running, Hot Soak and Diumal Soak Comparison
Figure # Activity Pattern Study Avg %
Figure 33 All diumal soaks
EPA higher proportion 
than Las Vegas
Las Vegas 4&7%
EPA 55T9&
Figure 34
Running & "hot" 
soak activity
EPA higher proportion 
than Las Vegas
Las Vegas 5L39&
EPA 44.9%
Figure 35 compares running, resting soak (l-2hr) and hot soak activities (0-1 hr) in 
Las Vegas. The overall pattern for these activities is summarized in Table 29. Separate 
EPA running and hot soak data are not available. Figure 35 shows higher proportion of 
hot soak than resting soak (soak between l-2hr) in Las Vegas. Figure 36 shows a higher 
proportion of hot and resting soak activity than engine running activities. Peak engine on 
running activity occurs at 5-6pm when about 28% of the vehicle fleet is running. Hot 
resting soak activity lags peak engine on activity by about 2 hours.
Table 29. Las Vegas Running, resting soak and “hot” soak (<2 hour) Com]parison
Figure # Comparison Pattern Activity Average %
"Hot" soak (<2 hr) 
and resting soak 
activity
Higher proportion of 
"hot' soak than resting 
soak
Hot soak 24%
Figure 35 Resting soak 14%
"Hot" soak (<2 hr) 
and Running activity
Higher proportion of 
hot soak than running 
activity
Hot soak 24%
Figure 36 Running 10%
Tables 30-31 show the complete diumal soak parameters by hourly group for Las 
Vegas and EPA, respectively. Darker shading indicates higher levels of soak activity. In 
general, EPA data had higher proportions of short diumal soaks (0-1 hr and l-2hr), 
especially 7am to noon, and Las Vegas data had higher proportions of long diumal soaks 
(8-23hr, 24-47hr and 48-71hr).
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Soak hour 6_7AM 7 8AM 8_9AM 9 10 AM 10 11AM 11_12N 12 1PM 1_2PM 2 3PM 3_4PM 4 5PM 5 6PM 6_7PM
0-1 0.36% 0.57% 2.20% 9.03% 12 29% 10.01% 5.47% 4.50% 6.30% 8.37% 6.81% 5.88% 6.24%
1 ” 2 0.72% 0.32% 0.43% 2.01% 8.40% 10.64% 7.75% 4.33% 3:55% 5.04% 6.67% 4.95% 4.65%
2-3 0.83% 0.60% 0.28% 0.44% 1.80% 7.42% 8.80% 6.03% 3.61% 2.66% 3.73% 4.88% 3.68%
3-4 1.83% 0.67% 0.55% 0.22% 0.43% 1.52% 6.36% 6.81% 5.32% 2.98% 2.05% 2.48% 2.78%
4—5 1.87% 1.59% 0.52% 0.57% 0.18% 0.37% 1.22% 5.63% 6.33% 4.57% 2.58% 1.45% 1.81%
5-6 3.41% 1.59% 1.38% 0.47% 0.52% 0.14% 0.28% 1.18% 5.23% 5.73% 4.01% 1.98% 1.23%
6—7 5.71% 2.82% 1.35% 0.94% 0.40% 0.40% 0.14% 0.23% 1.21% 4.72% 5.02% 3.23% 1.64%
7-8 7.62% 4.44% 2.11% 1.13% 0.70% 0.37% 0.36% 0.12% 0.24% 0.81% 3.42% 3.38% 1.92%
8-23 50.34% 42.83% 33.87% 24.39% 19.68% 15.47% 12.16% 10.39% 8.81% 7.21% 6.02% 5.63% 5.24%
24-47 5.86% 4.73% 4.16% 3:90% 3.48% 3.31% 3.22% 3.32% 3.28% 3.33% 3.33% 3.15% 3.68%
48-71 1.72% 1.46% 1.28% 1.26% 1.07% 1.04% 1.00% 1.15% 1.15% 1.16% 1.12% 0.98% 1.20%
72+ 0.07% 0.00% 0.06% 0.03% 0.06% 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.09% 0.00% 0.17% 0.05% 0.14%
all diurnal
soak
activities 80.34% 61.61% 48.18% 44.41% 49.02% 50.75% 46.75% 43.68% 45.11% 46.58% 44.91% 38.04% 34.20%
running/hot
soak 19.66% 38.39% 51.82% 55.59% 50.98% 49.25% 53.25% 56.32% 54.89% 53.42% 55.09% 61.96% 65.80%
TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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Table 2. EPA Dium al Parameter by Hourly Group
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Soak hour 6 7AM 7 8AM 8 9AM 9 10 AM 10 11AM 11 12N 12 1PM 1 2PM 2 3PM 3 4PM 4 5PM 5 6PM 6 7PM
0—1 0.89% 2.26% 6.34% 16.68% 21.66% 11.00% 6.27% 5.19% 8.60% 7.94% 9.40% 11.33% 13.21%
1-2 0.71% 0.47% 0.40% 0.40% 2.17% 10.03% 11.36% 10.41% 8.11% 7.83% 5,79% 6,46% 7,89%
2-3 1.60% 1.03% 0.82% 0.76% 2.42% 6.29% 6.79% 6.89% 6.55% 6.29% 5,60% 5.66% 6.65%
3—4 2.71% 1.72% 1.30% 1.14% 2.52% 4.51% 4.70% 5.00% 5.28% 5.02% 4,95% 4.69% 5.37%
4—5 3.92% 2.47% 1.81% 1.52% 2.53% 3.45% 3.49% 3.80% 4 26% 4.00% 4.17% 3.77% 4.22%
5—6 5.12% 3.24% 2.31% 1.87% 2.48% 2.75% 2.72% 2.98% 3.43% 3.18% 3.38% 2.97% 3.26%
6—7 6.21% 3.95% ; 2.76% 2.18% 2.39% 2.26% 2.18% 2.39% 2.76% 2.52% 2.67% 2.30% 2.49%
7—8 7.07% 4.56% 3.14% 2.43% 2.27% 1.89% 1.78% 1.94% 2.22% 2.00% 2.06% 1.76% 1.88%
8-23 56.64% 45.49% 34.48% 27.07% 18.26% 11.67% 10.08% 9.67% 8.80% 7.32% 5.59% 5.02% 5.24%
24-47 0.14% 0.42% 0.83% 1.17% 3.12% 3.91% 2.79% 1.52% 0.34% 0.21% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02%
48-71 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.04% 1.03% 0.63% 0.11% 0.00% 0.00% 0,00% 0.00% 0.00%
72+ 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.02% 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
all diurnal
soak
activities 85.01% 65.61% 54.19% 55.22% 59.86% 58.81% 52.80% 49.90% 50.35% 46.31% 43.62% 43.98% 50.23%
running/hot
soak 14.99% 34.39% 45.81% 44.78% 40.14% 41.19% 47.20% 50.10% 49.65% 53.69% 56.38% 56.02% 49.77%
TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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Figure 25. 12-lPM  Cumulative Diumal Soak Comparison
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Figure 26. 6-7PM  Cumulative Diumal Soak Comparison
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Figure 27. Comparison of Percentage of Diumal Soaks less than Ihour
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Figure 28. Comparison of Percentage of Diumal Soaks less than 4 hours
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Figure 29. Comparison of Percentage of Diumal Soaks less than 10 hours
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Figure 30. Comparison Diumal Soak Activity by 8-23 Hourly Group
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Figure 31. Comparison Diurnal Soak Activity by 24-47 Hourly Group
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Figure 32. Comparison Diumal Soak Activity by 48-71 Hourly Group
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Figure 33. Comparison all Diumal Soak Activity
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Figure 34. Comparison Running and Hot Soak Activity
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Figure 35. Las Vegas Hot Soak and Resting Soak Activity Comparison
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Figure 36. Las Vegas Running Activity and <2 hr Soak Activity Comparison
3.10 Soak Length Distribution 
Figures 37-42 show characteristic weekday and weekend cumulative soak frequencies 
comparing Las Vegas and EPA for hour 8, 12 and 18. The overall pattern for these 
activity curves are summarized in Table 32. The curves show a pattern of EPA having 
generally higher proportions of soak activity of any length except for soaks more than 
280 minutes for 12-lpm  weekdays where Las Vegas is higher. Figure 38 for weekend 
soaks shows that EPA has a higher proportion before 280min, then lower proportions for 
longer durations exceeding 280 minutes.
Table 32. Weekday and W eekend Cumulative Soak Distribution Comparison
Figure # H our Day Pattern
Figure 37 8 Weekday EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 38 8 Weekend EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 39 12 Weekday
EPA higher proportion before 280min, then lower 
than Las Vegas
Figure 40 12 Weekend EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 41 18 Weekday EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 42 18 Weekend EPA little higher than Las Vegas
Figures 43-48 compare Las Vegas and EPA characteristic weekday and weekend 
cumulative soak duration frequencies for less than Ihour, 4 hours and 10 hours across all 
hours of the day. The overall patterns for these activity curves are summarized in Table 
33. Figure 43 shows EPA has higher proportions of less than 1 hour weekday soaks at all 
hours of the day. EPA generally has higher weekend soak proportions during 6-7am, 8- 
10am, at midday 12-2pm, and 3-5pm hours (Figure 44). Figure 45 shows EPA has lower 
cumulative percentage of soaks less than 4 hours on weekday from 6-8am, 9am-1pm and 
higher proportion from 8-9am and 4-7pm. Figure 46 shows EPA has a higher cumulative 
proportion of soaks less than 4 hours on weekend from 6-7am, 8-lOam, 12-2pm and 4-
81
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5pm. Figure 47 shows that EPA has slightly lower cumulative percentage of soaks less 
than 10 hour on weekday. Figure 48 shows EPA has lower cumulative percentages of 
soaks less than 10 hour on weekend from 7-8am, 10-12pm and 2-4pm, and higher 
proportion from 6-7am, 8-lOam, 12-2pm and 4-7pm.
Table 33. Comparison of Soak Duration less than Ihour, 4 hours and 10 hours
Figure #
Soak
Duration Day Pattern
Figure 43 < lh r Weekday EPA higher proportion than Las Vegas
Figure 44 < lh r Weekend
EPA lower proportion at 7-8am, 2-3pm and 6- 
7pm and higher at 6-7am, 8-10am, 12-2pm 
and 3-5pm
Figure 45 <4hr Weekday
EPA lower 6-8am, 9 -1pm and higher8-9am 
and 4-7pm
Figure 46 <4hr Weekend
EPA higher proportion at 6-7am, 8-10am, 12- 
2pm and 4-5pm
Figure 47 <10hr Weekday EPA slightly lower
Figure 48 <10hr Weekend
EPA lower at 7-8am, 10-12pm and 2-4pm and 
higher 6-lam, 8-10am, 12-2pm and 4-7pm
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Figure 37. Comparison W eekday 8-9am Cumulative Soak Frequency
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Figure 38. Comparison W eekend 8-9am Cumulative Soak Frequency
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Figure 39. Comparison Weekday 12-lPM  Cumulative Soak Frequency
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Figure 41. Comparison W eekday 6-7pm Cumulative Soak Frequency
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Figure 42. Comparison W eekend 6-7pm Cumulative Soak Frequency
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Figure 43. Comparison of W eekday Soak Duration less than 1 hour
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Figure 44. Comparison of W eekend Soak Duration less than 1 hour
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Figure 45. Comparison of W eekday Soak Duration less than 4 hours
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Figure 46. Comparison of W eekend Soak Duration less than 4 hours
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Figure 47. Comparison of Weekday Soak Duration less than 10 hours
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Figure 48. Comparison of Weekend Soak Duration less than 10 hours
CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1 Summary
The Las Vegas study had a total vehicle sample size of 349 which is larger than that 
used in a study performed by the EPA (245), and slightly smaller sample size than the 
Knoxville study (377). Six types of MOB1LBE6.2 input files were generated. The results 
are compared to EPA default inputs in Table 34.
Compared to the EPA 2-city study (Baltimore and Spokane), Las Vegas study 
obtained fewer starts per vehicle per day by weekday for cars (5.5 vs. 7.3) and trucks (5.5 
vs. 8.1), slightly more weekend starts for cars ( 5.7 vs. 5.4) and fewer weekend starts for 
trucks (4.7 vs. 5.7). Morning peak starts are at 7:00AM  which was one hour earlier than 
that determined by the EPA. The afternoon peak occurred at 5:00PM which was two 
hours later than that determined by the EPA. Friday and Saturday values had the highest 
number of start per day.
Las Vegas had higher proportions of short trips (<10 minutes) and similar proportions 
of medium trips (21-40 minutes) and long trips (41-504- minutes) compared to EPA 
default values.
Las Vegas has lower proportion of hot soaks for all weekdays and weekends. Las 
Vegas has higher proportion of long diurnal soaks and lower proportion of short diumal
95
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soaks than EPA defaults. Also Las Vegas has lower proportion of all soaks less than 270 
minutes and higher proportion of very long soaks less than 720 minutes for all weekdays 
and weekends.
96
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Table 34. MOBILE6.2 Input File Comparison Summary
Data type Las Vegas compared to EPA default Las Vegas EPA
Start per 
Day
Fewer weekday starts 5.5 (cars), 5.5 
(truck)
7.3 (cars), 8.1 
(truck)
Fewer weekend starts for truck 5.7 (cars), 4.7 
(truck)
5.4 (cars), 5.7 
(truck)
Start
Distribution
Higher proportion earlier morning starts 7:00 AM 8:00 AM
Higher proportion later afternoon peak 
starts
5:00 PM 3:00 PM
Trip Length 
Distribution
More short (<10 min) trips 50% (weekday), 
56% (weekend)
25% (weekday), 
23% (weekend)
Lower proportion medium short (21-30 
min) trips
14% (weekday), 
10% (weekend)
22% (weekday), 
20% (weekend)
Lower proportion medium (31-40 min) 
trips
5% (weekday), 
3% (weekend)
10% (weekday), 
8% (weekend)
Lower proportion long (41-50+ min) 
trips
3% (weekday), 
4% (weekend)
32% (weekday), 
28% (weekend)
Hot Soak 
Activity
Lower average proportion of hot soaks 
activity
36% (weekday), 
35% (weekend)
7% (weekday), 
12% (weekend)
Diurnal Soak 
Activity
Lower proportion for all diurnal soaks 49% 53%
Higher proportion for running and "hot" 
soaks
51% 47%
Lower proportion of short (0-1 hr) 
diumal soaks
6% 10%
Higher proportion of long (24-47 hr) 
diumal soaks
4% 1%
Higher proportion of very long (48-71 
hr) diurnal soaks
1.2% 0.2%
Soak Length 
Distribution
Lower cumulative proportion weekday 
for soak <270hr
70% 71%
Lower cumulative proportion weekend 
for soak <270hr
71% 71%
Higher cumulative proportion weekday 
for very long soak < 720 hr
88% 83%
Higher cumulative proportion weekend 
for very long soak < 720 hr
86% 82%
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4.2 Discussion
Why are there fewer starts and more short trips in Las Vegas? The reasons are 
probably because the Las Vegas urban area has a high number of strip malls that both 
reduce distances to services (more short trips) and offer combined services in one 
location (fewer starts). Las Vegas also has many sites with convenient parking and a hot 
summer climate. The above factors might make people more likely to use cars for short 
trips.
4.3 Conclusions - Probable Effects of Changed Input Files on Estimated 
MOBILE6.2 Emission Factors 
What might the changed inputs do to estimated mobile source emissions? One might 
predict lower total emissions since there are fewer starts per day and starting emissions 
are a significant portion of an engine’s output. More short trips might generate a higher 
proportion of CO and lower proportion of NOx since the engines spend more time 
operating when not fully warmed up. The higher proportion of vehicles in long diumal 
soaks could make more a higher proportion of emitted VOCs. Verification of these 
predictions can be made once the Clark County DAQEM, using the new input files, 
calculates MOBILE6.2 emission factors.
4.4 Recommendations 
Only two types of personal vehicle were included in this study: cars and light trucks. 
Commercial vehicles, such as rental cars, transit buses, school buses, service vehicles, 
heavy trucks, motor pool fleets, taxis, and police cars were not involved in this study. In
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order to get a more complete start database, vehicles in the other categories should be 
surveyed for future studies.
More vehicle information could be added on the information card. It is recommended 
that model year, vehicle manufacturers and model name data be added. Additional 
analyses of starts by vehicle age and size could then be conducted. If possible, in future 
studies, demographic data should also be collected for nonrandom dialing participants to 
improve comparisons to the US census.
Additional analyses could be performed comparing random & nonrandom 
participants in all starts categories to determine the differences between the two sampled 
populations.
The reason for the lower number of starts per day in Las Vegas currently is not 
known. One possible reason is that there could be more services in one destination within 
Las Vegas than in the other studies. A more complete household travel survey, coupled 
with reliable driver logs for every start, combined with demographic data might develop 
sufficient information needed to determine the causes of the lower number of starts.
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